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IDEA EXCHANGE
By THEIA CASCIO, Beverly Hills, California

File cancelled checks and stubs
Why file cancelled checks and stubs
separately—when they can be kept to
gether—the cancelled check for proof of
payment, the stub for explanation?
Scotch tape the cancelled check to its
stub upon its return from the bank. An
empty space in the check book is evidence
of an outstanding check. Later, when
filed away for reference, they can be
wrapped neatly, marked, and stacked in
storage space; available with full infor
mation if needed.
—Elizabeth Boughton, Cleveland Chapter

The form is so divided that the original
letter is written on the upper part of the
sheet, while the lower section is headed,
“Reply.” The addressee replies on the
same form, keeping the duplicate for him
self. There is no need to look up corre
spondence when the answer is received be
cause the question and answer appear on
the one sheet.
—Elizabeth Sage, Grand Rapids Chapter

Quarterly totals for earning cards
Different colored pencil totals for each
quarter are helpful when checking the
quarterly totals on individual employee
record earning cards. Use green for the
first quarter, red for the second, blue for
the third, and purple for the fourth
quarter.
—Dixie E. Maffett, Atlanta Chapter

Pre-readied worksheets
Previously prepared worksheets printed
by an inexpensive reproduction process
commonly referred to as “black and
whites” saves a great deal of writing time
Eliminate cash disbursement book
in preparing monthly statements.
The worksheet to be reproduced is first
A three-part, snap-out voucher check
prepared in the form or arrangement best can reduce costs through labor saving.
suited to particular needs and is then All three copies are typed at once, and dis
typed on translucent, lined, columnar tributed as follows:
working paper. Best results are achieved
1. The original is used for payment of
if a sheet of carbon paper is placed carbon
the account.
side up against the back of the translucent
2. The second copy is filed numerically
sheet. The typing will appear darker and
and replaces the Cash Disbursement
a better reproduction can be obtained.
Book. From these copies, postings
This sheet is then reproduced exactly,
are made directly to the expense
even to the printed lines on the original
ledger, and these are used for the
page. A year’s supply can be purchased
bank reconciliation.
at a low cost. All that is necessary each
3. The third copy is attached to the
month is to fill in the correct figures and
supporting invoices and filed alpha
the statements are ready for typing.
betically.
Advantages of this system are:
—Catherine Ryan, C. P. A., Los Angeles
1.
Saves writing time
Chapter
2.
Creates more legible worksheets
3. Saves typing time previously
(Continued from page 13)
needed for sheet arrangement
ment
of
a mediation program for the pur
4. Procures a reasonable reproduc
pose
of
settling
disputes between account
tion cost for the firm without repro
ants
in
public
practice
by the New York
ducing machines
State
Society
of
CPA
’
s.
This service will
5. Reduces opportunities for omitting
be
available
to
all
accountants,
both
items
C.P.A.
’
s
and
non
C.P.A.
’
s
who
are
in
prac

6. Results in more uniform state
tice in the State of New York. The first
ments
paragraph of the announcement reads,
—Betty Jo James, C. P. A., Atlanta Chapter “The Board of Directors of the Society
announces establishment of a procedure,
Intercompany correspondence
proposed by the Committee on Arbitration
A snapout form in duplicate which gives and Labor-Management, whereby account
the request for information and the an ants in public practice in the State of New
swer on one sheet saves time and paper. York may call on the Committee for as
14

